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Angles in R must be 
expressed in radians, 
not degrees, so degrees 
must be converted to 
radians when specifying 
arguments to the 
trigonometric functions.

To discover more on 
trigonometric functions, 
enter ?Trig to see their 
Help page.
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Function: Returns:

abs( x ) Absolute value of x

sqrt( x ) Square root of x

ceiling( x ) Integer of x rounded up

floor( x ) Integer of x rounded down

trunc( x ) Integer of x truncated

round( x , digits=n )
Nearest number to x , to n  
decimal places

signif( x , digits=n )
Nearest number to x , to n  
significant digits

cos( x ), sin( x ), tan( x ) 
acos( x ), asin( x ), atan( x )

Cosine, sine, tangent,  
arc-cosine, arc-sine, and  
arc-tangent of x

log( x ) Natural logarithm of x

log10( x )
Common (base 10) logarithm 
of x

exp( x ) Exponential value of x

The R programming language provides many built-in functions 
that are useful to perform mathematical calculations. For example, 
the sqrt( ) function returns the square root of the number specified 
as its sole argument. A variety of functions are provided to round 
decimal numbers up or down according to your requirements.

All trigonometric operations are supported in R to return sine, 
cosine, tangent, and their inverse equivalents. Conveniently, R also 
has a built-in constant named pi, representing  (3.14159265...).

The natural logarithm of a number is returned by the log( ) 
function and the inverse of this operation can be performed using 
the exp( ) function. Frequently-used mathematical R functions are 
listed in the table below:

l1 Begin an R Script by displaying the value of the 
mathematical constant of  
cat( “Pi Constant =”, pi, “\n” )

l2 Next, add statements to display the value of the 
mathematical constant  rounded down, rounded up, and 
rounded to two decimal places 
cat( “Pi Floor\t”, floor( pi ), “\n” ) 
cat( “Pi Ceiling\t”, ceiling( pi ), “\n” ) 
cat( “Pi Rounded\t”, round( pi, digits=2 ), “\n\n” )

l3 Now, create a variable containing an integer value, then 
display the square root of that value 
num <- 64 
cat( “Square Root of”, num, “=”, sqrt( num ), “\n\n” )

l4 Then, assign an angle represented in radians to the 
variable and display that angle’s cosine 
num <- ( 120 * ( pi / 180 ) ) 
cat( “Cosine of 120° = ”, cos( num ), “\n\n” )

l5 Finally, assign the natural logarithm of an integer to the 
variable, then display its inverse value and the logarithm 
num <- log( 100 ) 
cat( “Log of”, exp( num ), “=”, num, “\n” )

l6 Run the code to see the output results from the 
mathematical functions
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R also supports scientific 
notation to represent 
very large numbers as a 
decimal and exponent 
separated by the letter e. 
For example, 12,500 can 
be written as 1.25e4 – 
meaning 1.25 x 10 4̂.


